
Stand Tall Steve Speaking Topics

Standing Tall Through It All:
Challenges can force you to step up your game or stop you
in your tracks. Steve will show you how to overcome your
organization's challenges to become bigger, better, and
more motivated than ever. In this session, you’ll discover
how to:

● Maintain the focus needed to get great results
even when chaos and challenge surround you!

● Increase productivity despite outside forces and overwhelming feelings.
● Get the results by encouraging people to move from compliance to commitment to

achieve results.

Stand Tall Leadership:
Developing yourself as a leader is more than reading a few books and implementing a new
strategy - you have to strengthen relationships, develop practical systems, inspire your
organization to follow you and communicate effectively at all times. In this presentation,
Steve will show you how to :

● Empower yourself to make crucial decisions and strengthen your confidence to
make decisions efficiently and effectively.

● Make your vision a reality to develop a culture and climate that supports that vision so
that stakeholders can move from just being compliant to committed.

● Retain your superstar employees and leaders and keep them from other
opportunities.

Classroom Management That Works:
A teacher’s ability to manage student behavior is critical for any teacher's short- and long-term
success. The challenge for coaching teachers to manage their students’ behaviors, teachers
tend not to understand the impact or reaction caused by their actions. Additionally, they struggle
to create a comprehensive repertoire of management strategies. In this session Steve will lead
others to:

Each presentation can be fully customized to your specific needs, and
can be presented as a workshop, keynote, breakout or training.
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● Make meaningful connections with students that lead to respect from the students

and teachers.
● Direct and not ask within the daily lessons and activities within the classroom (which

improves the teacher's confidence).
● Properly follow up on negative behaviors and properly recognize positive

behaviors to create a sensible balance within the classroom.

Ideas Ideas Ideas:
Creating change can be complicated or expensive. This
most popular keynote is chock-full of ways to create
massive change in your school without spending a
lot or planning huge initiatives. Based on Steve’s
popular book of the same title, this session will show you
how to:

● Rejuvenate the climate and culture in your
school while being creative, unique, and fun which will
show your students and staff first-hand how to use their
imaginations to problem solve!...

● Implement ideas RIGHT AWAY (without
months-long planning) to improve your school's morale,
culture, and climate.

● Change your thinking regarding recognition,
reinforcement, and results, don’t settle for boring old
awards anymore! Instead, you can inspire your staff
through creative rewards that make actual change in
your school!

Change the Teacher Exit: Attain, Maintain, and Retain
Keeping teachers on your staff is more important than ever! This new keynote is stacked with
ideas to recruit and attain the best new teachers, maintain your staffulty, and retain
master teachers. Based on Steve’s new title from the Ideas, Ideas, Ideas book series, this
session will show you how to:

● Attain the best new teachers to bring their talents to grow your staff and team.
● Maintain quality educational professionals on your roster each year.

Each presentation can be fully customized to your specific needs, and
can be presented as a workshop, keynote, breakout or training.
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● Retain master teachers that contribute to your school’s success story.

Each presentation can be fully customized to your specific needs, and
can be presented as a workshop, keynote, breakout or training.
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